Quantitative measures of the ventricular fibrillation (VF) ECG waveform can assess myocardial physiology and predict cardiac arrest outcomes, making these measures a candidate to help guide resuscitation. Chest compressions are typically paused for waveform measure calculation because compressions cause ECG artifact. However, such pauses contradict resuscitation guideline recommendations to minimize cardiopulmonary resuscitation interruptions. We evaluated a comprehensive group of VF measures with and without ongoing compressions to determine their performance under both conditions for predicting functionally-intact survival, the study's primary outcome.
O ut-of-hospital sudden cardiac arrest is a leading cause of death. In persons with a witnessed collapse, ventricular fibrillation (VF) is a common dysrhythmia. 1 Treatment of VF arrest consists of a series of time-sensitive therapies. Termed the links in the chain of survival, these therapies include early arrest recognition, early cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), early defibrillator shock, expert advanced therapies (ie, medication and airway management), and postresuscitation care including coronary interventions and targeted temperature management. 2 Although the links metaphor provides a straightforward conceptual framework, the details of how to integrate various therapies is challenging because the physiology of VF is heterogeneous; hence, a singular sequence, timing, choice, or dose of therapies may not achieve optimal outcomes across all patients. 3, 4 One potential approach to match specific treatments to specific patients is to use quantitative measures of the VF waveform to evaluate individual physiology in real-time. Waveform measures are mathematical functions that quantify characteristics of the VF ECG signal, such as frequency, amplitude, organization, or combinations thereof. These measures can reflect myocardial physiology (eg, ATP concentrations in cardiac tissue) and, in turn, predict a patient's likelihood of a good clinical outcome. 5, 6 Moreover, measures can be affected by treatment and change over the course of resuscitation, with the characteristics of their change also predicting outcome. 7 Thus, waveform measures have the potential to inform prognosis throughout an arrest and to better align treatment with a patient's immediate status. For instance, if a patient's VF waveform indicates a low likelihood of meaningful survival, then rescuers may consider alternative strategies that could improve survival. Such strategies might involve providing an interim period of high-quality CPR or medications rather than immediate shock until such a time that the waveform measure signifies the likelihood of a better outcome from defibrillation. 8, 9 A major challenge to the routine use of waveform measures to help guide care is that these measures are conventionally calculated during pauses in CPR because chest compressions cause electrical artifact in the ECG. [10] [11] [12] Such interruptions generally contradict bestpractice guidelines which call for minimally-interrupted CPR to support resuscitation. 2 An improved strategy would use a waveform measure that achieves consistent prognostic performance throughout an arrest even during ongoing chest compressions. 13, 14 However, a pilot investigation of 2 waveform measures during chest compressions has confirmed a significant reduction in prognostic performance compared with compressionfree analysis, a finding that challenges integration of real-time waveform measures into best-practice uninterrupted CPR. 15 Whether this finding is generalizable to other individual waveform measures, or combinations of measures, is unknown.
In the current investigation, we evaluate a comprehensive set of waveform measures with and without chest compressions to determine if comparable prognostic performance can be achieved during ongoing compressions and, in turn, if waveform measures have potential to serve as a dynamic guide to resuscitation during high-performance CPR.
METHODS
The data that support the findings of this study, with the exception of patient ECG data, are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
Study Design, Population, and Setting
The study was a retrospective cohort investigation of patients who suffered out-of-hospital VF cardiac arrests in greater King County, WA, from 2005 to 2015. The emergency medical services (EMS) system in King County is a 2-tiered system. The first tier consists of firefighter emergency medical technicians equipped with automated external defibrillators. The second-tier is paramedics who perform manual rhythm interpretation and advanced cardiac life support.
Patients were eligible if they presented to EMS with an initial arrest rhythm of VF and received at least 1 shock from an MRx, Forerunner 3 (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA), Lifepak 12, or Lifepak 15 (Physio-Control, Redmond, WA)
WHAT IS KNOWN?
• Ventricular fibrillation waveform measures predict outcomes from out-of-hospital sudden cardiac arrest and have potential to guide defibrillation shock timing and monitor myocardial physiology.
• Cardiopulmonary resuscitation must be paused for accurate ventricular fibrillation waveform measure calculation because of chest compression artifact in the ECG but pauses in cardiopulmonary resuscitation are detrimental to outcome. 
WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

Data Collection and Processing
Cardiac arrest information was organized according to the Utstein template based on review of the emergency dispatch audio recording, the EMS report, the hospital record, and the electronic defibrillator recording. 16 Defibrillator recordings included real-time audio, ECG, transthoracic impedance, and in some cases accelerometer information. MRx ECGs were analyzed at their original sample rate of 250 Hz, whereas Forerunner 3 and Lifepak ECG data, which were recorded at 200 Hz and 125 Hz, respectively, were resampled to 250 Hz. All ECGs were filtered from 1 to 30 Hz to remove high-frequency noise and low-frequency drift.
Before each of the first 4 shocks, one 5-second VF segment without chest compressions and an adjacent segment during chest compressions were collected, when available ( Figure 1 ). When such paired segments were not available, a segment without chest compressions was included even if there was not also a segment with compressions before the same shock, and vice versa. The rhythm during chest compressions was confirmed by review of the ECG within proximal chest compression pauses (eg, for ventilation). The presence of chest compressions was determined by review of the transthoracic impedance signal.
Clinical Outcomes
The primary outcome was functionally-intact survival, defined as survival to hospital discharge with a Cerebral Performance Category score of 1 or 2.
17,18 Intermediate outcomes were return-of-circulation, defined as a pulse with measurable blood pressure at end of EMS care, and return-of-rhythm after shock, defined as at least 2 QRS complexes within any 5-s period during the first 2 minutes following a defibrillation attempt. 15 Two reviewers independently determined return-of-rhythm in a subset of 575 shocks from 202 patients. In this assessment of interrater reliability, Cohen's Kappa was 0.85 with 93% agreement. Prior investigations have evaluated interrater reliability for the Cerebral Performance Category and return of spontaneous circulation. 17, 19, 20 
Waveform Measures
We evaluated a total of 27 waveform measures which were grouped into 4 categories. 13, 21 Individual time-domain measures quantify ECG characteristics such as amplitude and slope. Individual frequency measures include those calculated from Fourier or time-frequency transforms. Individual complexity measures represent descriptors of signal organization, complexity, or self-similarity. Combination measures are statistical models that incorporate multiple inputs to produce a single predictive output. In this investigation, each combination model used all individual waveform measures as inputs. Waveform measure implementations are described further in Material A in the Data Supplement.
Patients were divided randomly into independent training (40%) and test (60%) sets because some waveform measures have variable parameters that must be selected using training data. Using the training dataset, we chose parameters for individual waveform measures that provided optimal predictive performance as indicated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). Separate parameters were selected for use with compressions and without compressions ( Figure 2 ). After selecting parameters for individual measures, combination measures were trained on the training dataset. Parameter selections and training are described in Material A in the Data Supplement.
Statistical Analysis
We evaluated how well each waveform measure predicted outcomes in the test set with and without chest compressions using the AUC. AUC confidence intervals were calculated using stratified bootstrapping. To assess how chest compressions affect waveform measures' predictive performance overall, we compared the median of the AUC values without chest compressions to the median of the AUC values with chest compressions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To investigate a strategy for how a waveform measure might serve as a guide to resuscitation, we first identified the measure with the highest AUC during chest compressions. 22, 23 The AUCs of the highest-performing measure were also compared with and without chest compressions using the DeLong method to evaluate relative performance during CPR. 22, 23 We then compared rates of functionally-intact survival according to quintiles of the highest-performing waveform measure to explore how the measure might be used to stratify prognosis in a clinical setting.
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB R2017a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
RESULTS
Study Group
From 2005 to 2015, there were 1594 patients who suffered a cardiac arrest with an initial observed rhythm of VF and were eligible for the study (Figure 3) . Of eligible patients, 1151 (72%) had adequate data and were included in the analysis. Utstein characteristics for included and excluded patients are presented in Table 1 . Overall, 471 (41%) patients had functionally-intact survival, 817 (71%) patients had return-of-circulation at the end of EMS care, and 1752 (64%) of the 2755 shocks in the study group were followed by return-of-rhythm.
Survival
There were 691 patients in the test set, and 283 (41%) survived with intact functional status. We collected 1458 VF segments without chest compressions and 1269 segments with compressions before 1639 shocks from the test patients. Without chest compressions, AUCs for prediction of functionally-intact survival ranged from 0.56 to 0.75 for the 27 measures, with a median of 0.73. During chest compressions, AUCs for prediction of functionally-intact survival ranged from 0.53 to 0.75, with a median of 0.69 (P<0.001 for difference in medians; Figure 4 ; Table 2 ).
Intermediate Outcomes
Of the 691 patients in the test set, 491 (72%) had return-of-circulation at the end of EMS care. Median AUC for waveform measure prediction of return-ofcirculation was 0.71 (range, 0.59-0.73) without chest compressions and 0.68 (range 0.53-0.72) during com- pressions (P<0.001 for difference in medians; Table 2 ; Material B in the Data Supplement).
Of the 1639 individual shocks included from patients in the test set, a return-of-rhythm occurred after 1039 (63%). Median AUC for waveform measure prediction of return-of-rhythm was 0.72 (range, 0.56-0.75) without compressions and 0.65 (range 0.54-0.70) during compressions (P<0.001 for difference in medians; Table 2; Material B in the Data Supplement).
Highest-Performing Waveform Measure
For prediction of the primary outcome of functionallyintact survival, the measure with the highest AUC was the support vector machine combination measure (Table 2). AUC values were similar without chest compressions (AUC, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.73-0.78) versus with chest compressions (AUC, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.72-0.78; P=0.75 for difference). Without chest compressions, survival ranged from 12% in the lowest quintile to 71% in the highest quintile. With chest compressions, survival ranged from 13% in the lowest quintile to 69% in the highest quintile ( Figure 5 ).
DISCUSSION
In this cohort investigation of 1151 patients with outof-hospital VF cardiac arrest, we found that 24 individual and 3 combination waveform measures predicted functionally-intact survival, return-of-circulation, and return-of-rhythm. Measures typically performed better without chest compressions than during compressions. Importantly, the support vector machine, a machine learning model which combined information from the 24 individual measures, demonstrated the highest performance in predicting functionally-intact survival regardless of chest compressions, achieving comparable performance with and without compressions. These results highlight the potential to apply a prognostic VF waveform measure without interrupting CPR.
VF waveform measures have traditionally been evaluated using ECGs without chest compression artifact. 6, 21, 44, 45 We observed a range of prognostic performance with all measures predicting outcome under these circumstances; for instance, median AUC=0.73 (range, 0.56-0.75) for predicting functionally-intact survival. Previously, the AUC of most waveform measures during active chest compressions was unknown, although reduced prediction was expected because chest compressions produce artifact that obscures the ECG across a wide range of frequencies.
12,46 Indeed, we found that even after optimization for use during chest compressions, the predictive performance of in- dividual waveform measures declined during CPR. Thus the use of these individual measures to guide resuscitation would likely require repeated interruptions in chest compressions to accurately gauge the heart's physiological status, undermining the clinical benefits of CPR.
In addition to individual measures, prior studies have also investigated combination measures, with the rationale that machine learning models (eg, neural networks or support vector machines) could optimally combine information from individual measures that quantify different aspects of the VF waveform. Although prior studies of combination measures did not demonstrate a clear advantage over individual measures, those investigations were limited to ECGs collected during CPR interruptions and used fewer individual waveform measures than the current investigation. 25, 47, 48 Indeed, in our investigation, we did not observe significantly-improved performance with combination measures compared with the bestperforming individual measures calculated from segments without chest compressions. However, we found that a combination model-the support vector machine-improved prediction of survival during chest compressions to the point of achieving performance similar to the highest performance without chest compressions. We hypothesize that this result is because of two reasons. The first is that our dataset was large enough to leverage the advantages of support vector machines and to sufficiently optimize model parameters. Given enough training data and proper regularization to prevent overfitting, support vector machines can model high-dimensional interac- tions between inputs while still generalizing well to unknown data (Material A in the Data Supplement). The second is that without chest compressions, individual measures already achieve near the maximum prognostic performance possible from a 2-lead ECG and leave little margin for improvement, and thus any increase using a machine learning model (such as a support vector machine) is slight. In contrast, chest compression artifact degrades the performance of individual measures to well below the theoretical maximum. A support vector machine is able to compensate for these reductions in each individual measure during compressions by using complementary information from all measures, matching the maximum performance without compressions.
The support vector machine model, which ranked highest for prediction during chest compressions across all outcomes, can potentially classify patients during ongoing CPR for whom we can predict markedly disparate survival. For example, for VF segments in the lowest quintile of the support vector machine measure calculated during chest compressions, approximately 1 out of 10 patients survive with intact neurological function, with the remainder of the segments representing patients with an intact survival >3× greater (13% in the lowest quintile versus 42% in the remaining collective quintiles). This lowest prognosis group may be appropriate for an alternative resuscitation strategy, such as distinct prioritization of CPR and medications or early transport for hospital-based, interventional treatments. Conversely, for patients in higher prognosis groups, the current practice of early defibrillation should continue to be prioritized. Although the optimal strategy for clinical integration is uncertain and requires further investigation, the current results provide a proof-ofconcept that VF waveform measures could be applied in a dynamic fashion while simultaneously supporting minimally-interrupted CPR.
The investigation has several limitations. The study involved a large metropolitan EMS system that achieves a relatively high survival rate, which could limit generalizability. Some cases were excluded, but Utstein characteristics were generally similar according to study status. Waveform measures had somewhat lower predictive performance with regards to predicting shorterterm intermediate outcomes versus predicting functionally-intact survival. Although counterintuitive, this result is supported by prior investigation demonstrating reduced prediction using increasingly shorter-term outcomes. 49 This result could also be due in part to the challenge of defining and classifying intermediate outcomes, such as return-of-circulation or return-ofrhythm. 20 For instance, this study used a return-of-circulation definition that evaluates circulation at the end of EMS care and not after each shock, and a returnof-rhythm definition that does not include QRS morphological characteristics or account for presence of pulse. Multiple shock cycles which may have correlated outcomes were included from some patients. However, we limited data collection to a maximum of 4 shocks per patient, and results were similar after accounting for intracluster correlation (Material C in the Data Supplement). 50 Not every shock cycle had an available pair of VF segments with and without chest compressions. However, a majority (80%) of test segments were paired, and test results were similar when limited to adjacent pairs (Material D in the Data Supplement). Finally, the study was retrospective and did not actually evaluate measures in real-time or apply them in clinical care. Additional effort is required to determine if and how measures might actually be implemented into clinical practice to improve outcome.
These limitations should be considered in the context of the study's strengths: The investigation addressed an important clinical question involving the interface between technology and clinical care. Specifically, the study used a large, well-characterized cohort with clinical outcomes to evaluate a comprehensive set of waveform measures with a rigorous 2-step training and test methodology.
CONCLUSIONS
Waveform measures predict patient outcomes when calculated from VF segments collected either with or without chest compressions, although performance is generally reduced during compressions. A support vector machine combination of individual waveform measures improved prediction of functionally-intact survival during chest compressions over individual measures alone, achieving performance similar to what was observed without compressions. These observations 
